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ABSTRACT Miniature indoor robotic airship platforms offer high mobility, safety, and extended flight
times. This paper focuses on the feasibility, design, development, and evaluation of such a platform for
robotics education and research. Selected commercially available envelope materials were considered and
tested in terms of their helium retention capability and mechanical properties. The obtained envelope
properties were used in a feasibility study, demonstrating that indoor airships are environmentally and
financially viable, given an appropriate material choice. The platform’s mechanical design was studied
in terms of gondola placement and rotor angle positioning, resulting in an unconventional, asymmetric
arrangement. The developed system was finally tested in a simple path following experiment for proof-
of-concept purposes, proving its efficiency in attaining the desired heading and altitude configuration. The
proposed robotic airship platform can be used for a variety of education and research oriented applications.
Its design is open-source, facilitating replication by others.

INDEX TERMS Airship, lighter-than-air, open educational resources, path following, unmanned aerial
vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the golden age of the giant airships, these vehicles had
surpassed the fixed wing aircraft in terms of flight range,
payload, and fuel efficiency. Even though the dream of filling
the skies with fleets of transport and cargo ships has faded,
the advantages of lighter-than-air (LTA) crafts remain. These
can be applied in several fields of robotics education and
research, where miniature robotic devices (both aerial and
mobile) are slowly but surely making their appearance, at-
tracting an increased interest.

In terms of indoor exploration and navigation, airships
offer higher mobility and looser path planning constraints
when compared to ground robots. Additionally, their field of
view is less obstructed and locomotion issues over different
terrain and obstacles are bypassed completely. Conventional
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) that are capable of static
hovering in most cases generate lift purely through rotor
thrust, which typically drains their battery in under 20 min-
utes. LTA vehicles, on the other hand, are able to maintain a
desired altitude for significantly longer periods of time on
a single battery charge [1]. In addition, airship platforms
generally do not require precise collision control indoors,
as their low speed and soft envelope prevent damage to
themselves and their environment.

These attributes render LTA platforms an interesting solu-
tion for various robotics education and research applications.
Even though their physical interaction capabilities are lim-
ited, their higher mobility and lower cost makes them a viable
alternative to static or ground-based robots in many applica-
tions involving tele-embodiment, monitoring, guidance, and
entertainment [2]–[5]. Compared to rotorcraft, airships are
silent and safer due to the absence of sharp, high velocity
rotor blades. This allows close proximity interaction and
makes them more attractive to users [6].

Despite their promising features, the spread of indoor
airship platforms is slow due to the design and control
challenges they involve. The first task in LTA vehicle design
is choosing an appropriate lifting gas. For indoor appli-
cations, helium is the default choice because of its non-
reactive properties and high lift capabilities. Helium is non-
renewable, making the choice of envelope material critical
when considering environmental and financial aspects. Be-
cause of the small size of helium molecules, the gas escapes
quickly through most conventional films which results in loss
of lift over time. For indoor applications, the airship size is
also constrained by standard corridor and doorway widths,
limiting their maximum lift and weight of mechanical and
electronic components. Once built, an airship is hard to con-
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FIGURE 1. The proposed low-cost, open-source, indoor robotic air-
ship. The airship consists of a gondola containing all the electronics
and rotors and a Qualatex Microfoil balloon (metallised PET).

trol due to its slow response times and nonlinear dynamics.
This imposes some very nice problems in terms of control
design from an educational perspective. Small crafts are also
highly susceptible to external disturbances, as drafts and air
conditioning may greatly influence the airship’s behaviour.

This paper focuses on the feasibility, design, and develop-
ment of an open-source, helium-based, indoor robotic airship
that can be used for education and research purposes. First,
this work focuses on the environmental and financial feasibil-
ity of the platform with respect to the helium losses through
different envelope materials. The results offer yearly helium
loss and related cost estimates for a range of commercially
available balloons in an indoor environment. The mechanical
properties of candidate materials are also evaluated. Then,
the paper presents a compact gondola design and explores
the effects of its placement and rotor angle positioning on
flight stability. The efficiency of the final design is exper-
imentally validated via a proof-of-concept path following
exercise that proves its manoeuvring capabilities, while the
airship’s motion is being tracked by a Vicon motion capture
system. Finally, the platform is examined in terms of cost and
possible education and research applications are discussed.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II
introduces the related work in the field, Section III presents
the methods used, the analysis conducted, as well as the
experimental setup, Section IV presents the obtained exper-
imental results, Section V examines applications in research
and education, while Section VI concludes the work and
discusses future directions.

II. RELATED WORK
With the spread of intelligent robotic agents, numerous
robotic platforms have been developed and disseminated in
an open-source manner to allow replication by others in
robotics education and research [7], [8]. Even though con-
siderable progress has already been made in the field, most
of the related work has focused on ground-based, station-
ary, or humanlike robotic devices [7], [9]–[11]. While they
are certainly a reasonable choice in many educational and
research scenarios, such robots are often heavy, expensive,
hard to replicate, or have limited mobility.

Such limitations can be overcome by indoor aerial plat-
forms, which have in the recent years received a lot of
attention. The most popular choice of such systems are
quadrotors that have been developed as fully autonomous
indoor, aerial robotic platforms [12]–[14]. Other studies have
focused on indoor robotic airships. Skye [5] is a spherical
omnidirectional blimp actuated by 4 rotors and equipped with
a high resolution camera unit. It was intended for entertain-
ment and interaction in large indoor and outdoor venues as
the platform itself is quite large, with a diameter of 2.7 m.
Another entertainment-oriented indoor airship platform is the
Blimpduino [15], which features an Arduino-based control
board that allows communication and basic control through a
mobile app. The blimpduino came at a very affordable price
of 90 USD, although it is not available for purchase anymore
at the time of writing. A notable example of an autonomous
indoor blimp is also the GT-MAB [16], one of the smallest
autonomous indoor LTA platforms designed for human-robot
interaction and autonomy studies. In [17], the GT-MAB was
demonstrated in a human following and gesture recognition
scheme, paving the road for flying airship companions.

Some research has also focused on human interaction with
rotorcraft, where work was mainly based on one-directional
communication through gesture recognition. In [18], the au-
thors presented an agent capable of full-pose person tracking
and accepting simple gestural commands. Authors of [19]
expanded this concept by developing a gesture-based inter-
face for communicating with teams of quadrotors. In [20], the
authors reversed the information flow and examined the com-
munication of UAV intent to a human user through motion.
Regarding rotorcraft, only the visual mode of interaction was
considered in human robot interaction research because these
platforms are generally too loud for auditory communication
and too dangerous for tactile communication. LTA vehicles,
on the other hand, can be silent and harmless to the user,
provided that an appropriate lifting gas is chosen.

The miniaturisation and democratisation of electronic
components (access to sophisticated technology has become
more accessible to more people) has allowed for progres-
sively smaller and more low-cost designs of indoor airships,
which have since become relevant for both robotics education
and research. Initial studies have focused mainly on airship
control and navigation, utilising the aerodynamic envelope
shapes of their larger, outdoor airship counterparts. In [21],
the authors presented an early indoor blimp system and
studied visual servoing techniques. In [22], a dynamic airship
model was developed and successfully applied in an indoor
testing environment. Other examples that make use of the
classic blimp envelope shapes include developments in blimp
autonomy and navigation as described in [23], [24]. But
all these studies have not focused on the feasibility of the
robotic airship platforms, have not examined the permeability
and applicability of different materials, the yearly helium
losses, and the projected costs and none of these studies has
proposed an open-source, platform that can be used for both
robotics education and research.
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FIGURE 2. Evaluated balloons, from left to right: Qualatex untreated round 41 cm latex balloon, Qualatex untreated round 61 cm latex balloon,
Qualatex round 61 cm latex balloon treated with UHF, Qualatex round 61 cm Bubble balloon and Qualatex round 91 cm Microfoil balloon.

III. METHODS
The lifting gas chosen for the proposed robotic airship plat-
form is helium as it is safe and provides high lifting capacity.
An alternative with comparable buoyancy is hydrogen, which
was immediately discarded due to its high flammability
characteristics. Hot air was also considered, but its lifting
potential is significantly lower than that of the above gases.
In addition, the heating element would pose a safety risk,
especially for indoor use. Other lifting gas choices are either
toxic, flammable or offer minimal buoyancy, making them
inappropriate for this application.

A. ENVELOPE MATERIAL
Before designing the gondola, a number of envelope mate-
rial candidates were examined with respect to their helium
permeability and mechanical properties. To ensure a low cost
platform, the envelope was chosen from the following set of
commercially available balloons (see Figure 2):

• Qualatex untreated round 41 cm (16 inch) latex balloon
• Qualatex untreated round 61 cm (24 inch) latex balloon
• Qualatex round 61 cm (24 inch) latex balloon treated

with Ultra Hi-Float (UHF) [25]
• Qualatex 61 cm (24 inch) clear Bubble balloon (layered

membrane including a high barrier layer of ethylene
vinyl alcohol copolymer)

• Qualatex round 91 cm (36 inch) Microfoil (metallised
PET) balloon

To evaluate their helium permeability, the balloons’ lifting
capacities, along with their surfaces, were measured daily
over the course of 16 days. Because of their elastic proper-
ties, the surfaces of latex and Bubble balloons were deter-
mined through their circumferences. The Microfoil balloon
surface was measured before inflation as the material does
not stretch. After collection, the helium escape rate was
computed as the flux through the balloon envelope, given by:

J =
dQ

dt
· 1

A
, (1)

where J is the gas flux, Q is the amount of gas escaping, t
is time and A is the envelope surface. The obtained helium
escape rates were then averaged and used in a feasibility
study projecting expected helium losses through the mem-
brane of an ideal spherical balloon. The approximate cost
of helium used in the study was based on commercially
available balloon gas tanks.

The mechanical properties of latex, Bubble and Microfoil
materials were examined in terms of membrane thickness
in the inflated state, membrane area density in the inflated
state, membrane tensile strength, and membrane elongation
characteristics. Material samples for latex were taken from
the Qualatex untreated round 61 cm balloon. For the Mi-
crofoil balloon, thickness was measured in the uninflated
state because the material stretching is negligible during
inflation. As the latex and Bubble balloons stretch during
inflation, their inflated membrane thickness ti was estimated
by assuming constant density of the material:

ti = tu ·
Au

Ai
, (2)

Where tu is the uninflated membrane thickness, Au is the
uninflated balloon surface, and Ai is the inflated balloon sur-
face. The area density for all balloons was computed from the
uninflated balloon mass and inflated balloon area. Material
tensile strength and elongation were obtained experimentally,
in accordance with the ASTM D412-16 Standard [26] for
latex, and ASTM D882-18 Standard [27] for the Bubble and
Microfoil materials. Samples were cut with the Standard Die
C, as per ASTM D412-16 for all materials. The strain rate
was 50 mm/min for Microfoil, and 500 mm/min for latex and
Bubble samples. For each material, five samples were tested.

B. GONDOLA DESIGN AND PLACEMENT
The airship gondola was built around the chosen electronic
components and actuators. The central control and com-
munication unit is a Raspberry Pi Zero W running a Lite
version of the Raspbian Stretch operating system. Peripheral
components include a single cell 500 mAh Li-Ion battery,
step-up voltage regulator, motor drivers, three 7x16 mm DC
motors, three 57x20 mm propeller units and a camera module
that will facilitate the formulation of HRI frameworks. Rotor
speeds can either be controlled by on-board logic or manually
via a wireless connection through SSH or an appropriately
developed Robot Operating System (ROS) package [28]. The
combined cost of the gondola components (excluding the 3D
printing filament and wiring) comes to 90 USD, which drops
to 54 USD if the camera module is not required. Parameters
for all subsystems of the robotic airship, including compo-
nent descriptions, product codes, prices, and links to reseller
webpages are collected in a bill of materials available through
the website listed in Section VI.
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FIGURE 3. The assembled gondola of the robotic airship. All the
electronics are located inside the gondola body and three rotors are
used (see also Figure 4). The gondola is attached to the balloon
through Velcro pads.

FIGURE 4. Exploded view of the robotic gondola. The electronics are
depicted at the top of the figure, including the single cell Li-Ion battery.
The camera is positioned in an angled configuration on the gondola
and is depicted at the left of the figure. The modular rotor brackets
and airship legs allow for easy replacement and fast modification.

The physical frame is 3D printed and built in a modular
fashion: the gondola legs and rotor brackets were detach-
able to facilitate component modification and replacement.
The assembled gondola and its exploded view model are
presented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The gondola is
attached to the chosen envelope using Velcro. The gondola
placement on the chosen envelope and the rotor angles
with respect to the horizontal axis of gondola symmetry
were determined experimentally to optimise flight stability.
Two gondola placement options were considered. The first
placement was centered and symmetric with respect to the
envelope, in which case the side rotors were horizontal and a
third one would in principle be required to control the airship
altitude (Figure 5a). The second option angled the gondola

(a) (b)

FIGURE 5. Centered (a) and angled (b) gondola positioning consid-
ered in the flight stability experiments.

FIGURE 6. Side rotor angle configurations, with respect to the gon-
dola axis of symmetry.

with respect to the envelope centre, tilting the airship and
shifting its side rotors out of the horizontal plane (Figure
5b). In this configuration, the airship orientation and altitude
could be controlled using only the two side rotors. The side
rotor angles of 0°, 5°, 10° and 20° were examined in the
experiments. The four evaluated rotor angle configurations
are depicted in Figure 6. The experiments consisted of 10
trials for each rotor angle and gondola placement at 25%
and 50% of the rotor maximum speed (160 trials in total).
The airship was released from a height of 1.5 m. During
flight, the airship position and rotation were recorded with
the Vicon motion optical capture system, which consists of 8
Vicon T-series cameras connected to the Giganet system. The
Vicon Tracker software was used to capture the trajectories
of reflective markers mounted on the airship envelope. The
system sampling rate was 100 Hz.

C. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT PATH FOLLOWING
The airship was evaluated in terms of its path following abil-
ity in an indoor environment. The angled gondola placement
(Figure 5b) with 5° rotor angles was used in the experiments.
Path following was implemented using a discrete variation of
the carrot-chasing algorithm described in [29]. Because the
two side rotors affected the airship’s altitude in addition to
its speed and heading, the algorithm was modified with a P
controller that adjusted the baseline rotor speeds depending
on the platform’s current altitude.
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Method 1 Modified carrot-chasing path following

Input: (x, y, z), ψ, W0...n = [(x0, y0), . . . (xn, yn)], Nt, zt,
Pψ , Pz , Cbase, Cmin, Cmax,

Output: cl, cr
1: i = argmini‖Wi − (x, y)‖
2: Wt = Wi+Nt

3: ψd = atan2(yt − y, xt − x)
4: C̃base = Cbase + Pz(zt − z)
5: cl,r = C̃base ± Pψ (ψd − ψ)
6: cl,r = max(Cmin,min(Cmax, cl,r))

The implemented computational flow of the modified
carrot-chasing path following algorithm is presented in
Method 1, where (x, y, z) is the current airship position, ψ is
its heading (yaw) angle, W0...n is the desired path segmented
into a sequence of equidistant waypoints, Nt is the look
ahead index, zt is the desired altitude, Pψ and Pz are the
heading and altitude gains, Cbase is the default rotor control
signal and Cmin, Cmax are the minimum and maximum
allowed rotor values. The method outputs control signals for
the left and right rotor cl and cr. The proposed airship relies
on two rotors for both altitude and heading control for sim-
plicity reasons. This choice imposes certain instability to the
platform. Multiple basic control methods that are typically
used in undergraduate Engineering courses were examined
and a basic proportional control provided the best results in
terms of path tracking efficiency and simplicity. Other, more
sophisticated methods can also be used, which is a matter
of future research from users of the proposed device. The
framework was implemented as a collection of nodes within
the ROS architecture, which provided the basic communica-
tion utilities and allowed for easy debugging. The airship real
time position and orientation were continuously published by
a node tracking the airship, which was connected to the Vicon
data stream. It ran on a personal computer, along with a node
running the path following algorithm and publishing the rotor
control signals with a rate of 5 Hz. The airship was running
a single node that was receiving the control signals and
setting the desired rotor speeds. For this application, the path
following and rotor control nodes were written in Python.
The airship node running on the Raspberry Pi Zero was
communicating with the rest of the system through Wi-Fi,
on a dedicated local network. The associated communication
latency was in the range of approximately 3 ms, which has
proven to be sufficiently low for the proposed application.
The system was tested on a circular path with a diameter
of 4 m and waypoint spacing of 10 cm. The target altitude
zt was set to 1.8 m, with a gain of Pz = 25. The base
rotor control signal was set to Cbase = 53 on a scale of
0 to 255, while Cmin and Cmax were set to 30 and 255,
respectively. The look ahead index Nt and heading gain Pψ
were manually tuned with the goal of minimising the cross-
track error. Position and orientation of the airship during path
following was recorded and examined.
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FIGURE 7. Measurements focusing on balloon lift over time. As it can
be noticed, the untreated latex balloons experienced a rapid decrease
in the available lift, while the Bubble and Microfoil provided the best
results.

IV. RESULTS
A. ENVELOPE
From the raw balloon lift measurements (Figure 7), it is vis-
ible that the untreated latex balloons lost their lifting ability
in a matter of days, while others were deflating linearly at a
much slower rate. A more direct material comparison was
possible through determining the helium flux through the
balloon membranes. To accommodate the experimental data,
(1) was converted into an approximate, discrete form:

J =
∆Q

∆t
· 1

A
, (3)

where ∆Q was computed from the daily lift loss and ∆t
was the time between measurements. The amount of gas
escaping Q was defined as the volume of helium at standard
temperature and pressure (STP), according to IUPAC which
defines them as TSTP = 273.15 K and pSTP = 105 Pa [30].
Assuming that helium behaves like an ideal gas, the actual
escaped gas volume Va can be converted into VSTP according
to the ideal gas law:

VSTP = Va ·
pa
pSTP

· TSTP

Ta
(4)

Because the balloons were kept in a laboratory environment
at sea level, the actual pressure and temperature were as-
sumed constant at pa = 101.325 kPa and Ta = 293.15 K.
Assuming the pressure difference on the balloon membrane
was negligible, the helium lifting capacity lHe in the labora-
tory environment was computed as:

lHe =
m

Va
, (5)

where m is the lifted mass and Va is the helium volume at
laboratory conditions. The lHe for the used balloon grade
helium was experimentally determined to be 0.95 kg

m3 from
the latex balloon volumes, lifts and masses. Combining the
above, the daily helium escape flux through the balloon
membranes was computed (Figure 8).
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TABLE 1. Average helium flux values and yearly refill cost projections for helium lost through the membrane of spherical balloons of different
types with diameters of 60 cm and helium gas price of 150 USD/m3

STP (as of 20.1.2020).

Balloon
Type

Average He Flux

[
m3

STP
day·m2 ]

Daily He Loss
[m3

STP]

Yearly He Loss
[m3

STP]

Yearly Refill Cost
[USD]

Latex 0.0270 0.0305 11.1 1665
UHF Latex 0.00146 0.00165 0.602 90

Bubble 0.000757 0.000855 0.312 47
Microfoil 0.000641 0.000724 0.264 40

TABLE 2. Mechanical properties of the evaluated latex, Bubble, and Microfoil balloon membrane materials.

Membrane
Material

Thickness
(Inflated)
[µm]

Area Density
(Inflated)
[g/m2]

Tensile Strength
[MPa]

Elongation at Break
[%]

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Latex 24 25.3 25.1 3.46 824 22.27
Bubble 33 20.7 77.5 13.85 141 21.07

Microfoil 23 26.0 96.7 3.20 65 11.21
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FIGURE 8. Daily helium flux through the balloon membranes. The
two untreated latex balloons deflated after 2 and 4 days. The Bubble
and Microfoil balloons provided the best helium retention capabilities.

Examining the obtained results, it is immediately visible
that untreated latex is the least appropriate for an airship
application. The helium was lost through the porous material
in a matter of days and latex itself ages with time and
UV exposure. Latex treated with UHF exhibits substantially
better helium retention properties, comparable to those of
the Bubble and Microfoil balloon materials. However, even
UHF treated latex is subject to aging and easily bursts on
impact with a rough surface. The Bubble and Microfoil
balloons performed equally well in terms of helium retention,
although an issue with Bubble balloons is their availability
in terms of different sizes. For the experiments, the largest
available Bubble size was selected and it could only lift
40 g at maximum inflation. While this might be enough for
an optimised solution, it did not suffice in the prototyping
stage. The helium escape flux measurements were averaged
over the experiment period and collected in Table 1, where
values for untreated latex balloons were merged. The table
also presents the daily and yearly helium losses through the

membrane of a spherical balloon that has a diameter of 60
cm corresponding to a surface of A = 1.13 m2. The flux
values in the first row present the helium loss per day and per
square meter, while the daily and yearly rates demonstrate
the actual helium loss through the balloon membrane. Using
approximate retail balloon gas costs, the yearly expenses
of compensating the lost helium were computed (note that
the yearly costs do not include the initial cost of filling the
balloon, which is 16.5 USD). Examining these yearly cost
projections, it is evident that helium related maintenance of
an indoor airship is cheap, given an appropriate choice of
envelope material. Such platforms are thus feasible from an
environmental and financial standpoint.

Concerning the mechanical properties of evaluated mate-
rials (Table 2), the bubble balloon stands out with a roughly
20% lower area density, which converts to a higher payload
for equal envelope volumes. The latex balloon was found to
have a comparably low tensile strength, as well as an elonga-
tion of over 800 %, which is due to the material’s consider-
able thickness in the uninflated state. The Microfoil material
was measured to have highest tensile strength with minimal
spread, as well as a comparably low elongation. Since the
proposed platform is not intended for high altitude operation,
the envelope does not need to withstand extreme pressure and
temperature changes. Instead, the critical material character-
istic is its area density, which greatly influences the payload
in cases where size is a hard constraint. From a mechanical
aspect, the Bubble material would thus be most appropriate,
with lowest area density and suitable material strength. How-
ever, the maximum achievable payload with a commercially
available Bubble balloon is too low (40 g), and manufacturing
custom envelopes would significantly increase the platform
cost and reduce accessibility. The chosen envelope for this
application was therefore the 90 cm Microfoil balloon, with
excellent helium retention capabilities, high enough payload,
and appropriate material strength characteristics.
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(a) Centered gondola, 25% speed
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(b) Angled gondola, 25% speed
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(c) Centered gondola, 50% speed
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(d) Angled gondola, 50% speed

FIGURE 9. Open loop airship XY trajectories at different rotor angles
for the centered and angled gondola configuration, at 25% and 50%
rotor speed. It is evident that the angled configuration can better
maintain the set course.

B. GONDOLA PLACEMENT AND ROTOR ANGLES

The experiment results are presented in terms of the airship
horizontal XY position (Figure 9) and its yaw (Figure 10)
during flight. Examining the figures, it is evident that the
angled gondola offers greater flight stability than the centered
option in the open loop. With the centered gondola, the air-
ship tends to drift and turn right in most of the trials, which is
even clearer at higher rotor speeds. With the angled gondola,
airship flight is much more stable and its heading oscillates
around a mean value instead of diverging. Even though the
drifting present in the centered gondola experiments is likely
a result of unbalanced thrust in the open loop, it is still
evident that the angled positioning is more robust to such
disturbances. This increased robustness is likely a result of
air flow dynamics around the asymmetric shape of the angled
solution, although a dedicated aerodynamic analysis would
be necessary to determine the exact cause. In addition to its
disturbance robustness, the angled solution was interesting
also because it allowed altitude and heading control using
only the two side rotors, reducing the overall gondola weight.
The varying rotor angles were not found to have a large
impact on the overall airship behaviour in straight-line flight.
However, in the case of the angled gondola, larger rotor
angles tend to cause higher frequency oscillations of the yaw
angle (Figure 10b and 10d). In addition, higher rotor angles
seem less appropriate also because they waste a portion of
their thrust negating each other.
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(a) Centered gondola, 25% speed
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(b) Angled gondola, 25% speed
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(c) Centered gondola, 50% speed
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(d) Angled gondola, 50% speed

FIGURE 10. Open loop airship yaw at different rotor angles for the
centered and angled gondola configuration, at 25% and 50% rotor
speed. The yaw angles have been shifted to initialise at 0°. It is visible
that the angled configuration is able to better maintain the set yaw
angle, with minor oscillations.

C. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT PATH FOLLOWING
In this proof-of-concept application, the control parameters
were found manually, as could be the case in basic design
and control courses, where modelling and simulation are
typically not part of the curriculum. Through the manual
optimisation of the look ahead index and heading gain pa-
rameters presented in Section III-C, it was found that the
values Nt = 11 and Pψ = 50 produce a reasonably low
cross-track error and stable path following behaviour (Figure
11a). As the distance between path waypoints was set to
be 10 cm, the Nt value of 11 means that at every position
on the path, the airship attempts to direct itself towards the
waypoint that is 1.1 m ahead. The airship’s altitude during
path following exhibited some oscillations (Figure 11b), but
there was no collision with either the floor or the ceiling of
the motion capture laboratory. The recorded altitude is lower
than the goal (1.8 m), which was expected considering the
fact that it was regulated by means of a simple proportional
controller. Overall, the path following experiments showed
that simultaneous heading and altitude control using only
the two rotors is indeed feasible. The results were not ideal
in terms of cross-track error and oscillations in the airship
altitude, but that is due to the fact that the chosen controller
was not optimal for this setting and its parameters were
determined manually. This experiment was conducted for
proof-of-concept educational purposes.
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FIGURE 11. Airship path (a) and altitude (b) with look ahead index
Nt = 11 and heading gain Pψ = 50. It can be easily noticed that
the airship can track the circular trajectory and maintain a constant
altitude with some oscillations.

V. APPLICATIONS
As discussed in Section III-B, the developed platform has
a cost of 90 USD. If we include also the recommended
balloon type (4 USD) and the initial filling cost (16.5 USD),
the total cost of the airship comes to 110.5 USD. This is
comparable to alternative indoor blimp kits, such as the
Blimpduino 2.0 [15], which costs 90 USD. The Blimpduino
kit, however, features a simple microcontroller that is less
flexible than the single-board computer integrated into the
proposed platform. Considering also the camera module, the
open-source gondola design, the ROS compatibility, and the
sample closed-loop control scheme, the proposed platform is
much better suited for research and education purposes.

Concerning educational use, the platform can be easily
incorporated into science and engineering courses on the
secondary or tertiary level. For a mechanically-oriented cur-
riculum, the students can work on gondola design and weight
optimisation, developing their CAD and rapid prototyping
skills. The airship is also ideal for control courses, where the
students can develop and apply controllers that range from
basic PID to complex, model-based control. An advantage of
using a single-board computer as the core control component
is also that the code is not limited to a single programming
language, since the airship can be controlled through the pro-
vided ROS interface, C/C++ or Python. Combining the above
with assembly, wiring, and optional circuit design for motor
drivers, the platform can be used as a complete mechatronics
project that encompasses mechanics, electronics, and control.

For research, the small LTA platform is interesting in
terms of controller development, as it is susceptible to drafts
and ventilation that make reliable control difficult. Another
opportunity is also in guidance and indoor exploration, where
the challenge is to effectively utilise the limited compu-
tational power and simple RGB input to interpret its sur-
roundings. Indoor exploration and navigation can be further
examined in terms of micro-airship fleets. Such studies can
build on [31], where the authors simulated the flight paths and
collisions of several miniature airships with a similar shape
and envelope type as those chosen in this work. Due to its
safety and quiet operation, the platform can also be used in
human-robot interaction studies. As the payload is limited,
the challenge is to design a lightweight interface that can still
effectively convey information and engage the user.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper focused on the feasibility, design, development,
and experimental evaluation of an open-source, helium-
based, indoor robotic airship for robotics education and
research. Several commercially available balloon materials
were considered for the development of the airship envelope
and they were evaluated in terms of their helium retention
capability, as well as their mechanical properties. A cost pro-
jection based on the obtained material properties showed that
indoor airships are environmentally and financially feasible.
The effects of mechanical properties of the airship, including
the gondola placement and rotor angles were examined,
finding that an asymmetric placement yields higher flight
stability than its symmetric counterpart. The airship was in
the end shown to be capable of simultaneous path following
and altitude control in a proof-of-concept experiment involv-
ing a Vicon optical motion capture system. All the airship
designs, electronics, and code are disseminated in an open-
source manner to allow replications by others. The files can
be found at the following URL:

www.newdexterity.org/openairship
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